EAST ASIAN LIBRARY RESOURCES GROUP OF AUSTRALIA

Newsletter No. 62 (July 2013)

- **A message from the incoming President** by Rebecca Wong
- **A message from the EALRGA Newsletter editor** by Ayako Hatta
- **Report on 2013 Election of the EALRGA Committee members** by Bick-har Yeung

Reports

- **Chinese Conference Under a Snow-Capped Peak : A Personal View** by Andrew Gosling
- **Memories of the Workshop in Japanese Antiquarian Materials at Tenri University Library, June 2013** by Michelle Hall & Ayako Hatta
- **Archive collections on Japan in the Manuscript Collection of The National Library of Australia** by Mayumi Shinozaki

Library news

- **Being a Chinese studies librarian at Monash University Library** by Dennis Kishere
- **Library Supporting China Studies at UTS** by Wei Cai
- **News from the East Asian Collection, The University of Melbourne Library** by Bick-har Yeung
- **Monographs on Sino-Tibetan art acquired by Matheson Library, 2011–2012: An annotated bibliography** by Iain Sinclair
- **eNews from the National Library of Australia** by Di Pin Ouyang

**Upcoming conferences** compiled by Ayako Hatta